How Chipmunk got his stripes

1. What did the chipmunk look like in the beginning of this story?
   A: Chipmunk had no fur
   B: Chipmunk was solid brown
   C: Chipmunk was all white

2. What caused the Chipmunk to go to a forest far, far away?
   A: To visit an old friend
   B: He needed a new home
   C: The other animals told him he was a pest and to go away

3. What new friend did he meet?
   A: Bear
   B: Deer
   C: Rabbit

4. How did he treat his new friend?
   A: He introduced himself politely
   B: He was a pest and didn’t respect his wishes
   C: He hurt his new friend

5. What did his new friend tell him to do?
   A: To go away and leave him alone
   B: To go explore the mountain
   C: To go back home
Answers:

1. B
2. C
3. A
4. B
5. A